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Group behavior conceptualized as'"culture"-is of

relatively recent origin. - In fact, the ,concept of cul-

ture evolved from the assumptions of'social theory

promulgated in the 19th.century.. PBehavior previously

assumed to be biological in nature or subsumed under

the ,rubric of "human ihature" came to be seen as cultural

in essence, socially learned .And socially transmitted.

/n 1871, E. B. Tyler postulated the first scientific'

'definition of culture by identifying it as "that complex

whole which includes,knowledge, belief, art, morals,

custom, and many other capabilities and habits acquired
;

by'Man is Wmember of society."' This view was expanded

by Durkheim, Krocher, Towle, Wessler, and many others.

By 1921 culture came to be regarded as the systematic

body of learned behavior which is transmitted from par-

enfs to children. More recently, Culture has come to

be regarded as a continuum,2 a flow of characteristics

lEdward B Tyler, Primitive
quoted in A Sehaviorial Appro401
by Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr. cNew
P. 84.

Culture Moston, 1871),
0 Historical Analysis
Yorks Free Press, 1969),.. 4. .1

I

heslie White, The Science of Culture (NewYorks
-drove Press, 1949), p. xviii.
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binding one generation to another. However, this:per-

spective.advances the deterministic notion that the

'behavior Of human beings is thus conditioned by the cul-

ture into which they are born and which both embraces

and possesses them totally.
3

Therefore, the differences in behaviOr manifested

by various groups may be in large part due to differ-

ences in their respective cultura/ toraditions. Jut if

our behavior is conditioned totally, by our culture, then

are we.consequently victims of our culture? Or does the

problem of cultural contact and so-called "cultural

superiority" stem simply from lack of cultural awareneA

--that is, awareness of the value and centralitY of cul-

ture in the lives of those who comprise that culture?

'Indeed the latter is more likely the case, although

siMply becoming culturally aware of other ethnic groups

in Old epitself is no guarantee of an oppressed cul-

ture's amelioration in the scheme of a dominant cultUre.

The .RoMan occupation of Greece is a good case in point.

tor,while,the Romans, culturally aware of their Greek

subjugates, adopted i remarkable array of Greek customs,
Y

behav,iottp.cOnventionsp.and thought, they neVerthel4s
4

continuedito Oppress:the*Grelaks themselves to.,the.point*

of ferrying them to Rome-as slaves. This-same'kind of.

.

3Ibid., p. 126.%
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behavior is eviderit in ihe thited States.vis-!a-vis

Tilacks and Asians and the territorial minorii.l.esi 'Chi-

canos and Indians. Anglos, foe-example, readily wear

In4an jewelry but keep Indians at arms-length in the

social structure; they devour Mexican food but deny

Chicanos access iao the mainstream; they burrAncense

but shun the company of Asian-Americansi they dig soul

music but continue to depredate Blacks. In all of this

the concept of culture is lost in the din of Faustian

America.

Yet, if Americans really took the 46ncept of "cul-

tureity"4 serious, the racial problems of-the United
4

States might well be improved, if,not eradicated. Let

us then examine briefly some relevant concepts in the

study of cu4ure and how they relate to Chicinos

specifically--and other ethnic minorities in.general.

,RELEVANT. CONCEPTS,:IN THE STUDY'OF dULTURE

NORMATrVE APPROACH

:The most pervasive yet the,m6st fallacious notion

of culture lies embedded in.what.Jlas cOslie to be called f'

.

'the "normative" approach to,culture-. In social'apalyil§.,*
. .

4That the.United States is the sum total of its

,ethniC parts. 4

.
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the normative approach to the study of culture directs

its attention to that ideation shared by a particular

group in terms of what.it ought to do. AChe'approach

divides such cultural ideation into values and norms.

The problem in this approach is that it runs agrounct

over the question of "rhetoric" and "reality."' For

invariably the normativist encounters the;-discrepancy

between how culture ought to behave and how in fact

it does behave. For instance, the.rhetoric of the

AMerican constitution bestoWs certai4 rights nil guar-

antees to all American citizens: Yet, thereality of

American life belies the rheioric of that doCument.

\

For despite the 14th amendment anqi the host of Civil
0

Rights,laws passed since the Civi1 War, American Blacks

have still to realize the perquisi es of American

citizenship. And.in the march towa ds acquisition.of

rights the Constitution has declare t,hey had-all along,

AmericanBlackS are being chastened or progressing too

quickly tbwards those goals of equali y -goals they

should not have to strive for if the r etoric Oft,pthe

COnstitution means-what it actually sa

.NorMa4 gVve.analyst-Of.culture.expl in t.haf'there

i . , .:- ; .

,

are "ideal" alues and horis and'"operit 6nal" vsluei ,..'
u

*),4_,I.

and norms.an that a c4ture .ought to be assessed .both, .. ,

.c.( A
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in terms of the,ideal and the operationa l. atit the ques-'
I

tion looms grimly ih the nether, light of intent and

actions Who shall determine what 'is "ideal" and what
-

is "operational"? Let us look at Chicanos in-this

light.

First of all, the ideals formulated.for thought\>

and action by Chicanos have, for the most part, been

Ale product of non-Chicano analysts and researchers.

The result has been a normative set of ideal anA opera-

tional behaviors which hardly reflect the actualities

of Chicano thought and action. A caie in point is 'the

cultural grid postulated by such Anglo investigators
1

as Florence lauckhohn, William Madsen, Celia Heller, and

Arthur Rubel, to name but a few. The grid includes

notions such as: Chicanos are laialists. They.are not'

goal-oriented. Nor are they guiure oriented. By com7

parisOn Anglps emerge as exhibiting "right" behaviors

while Chicanos appear as exhibiting "deficient" be-

haviors. Yet, by a criteria derived intraculturally,

Chicanos exhibit behaviors in these areas not unlike

Anglos. Why the difference then? The answer is simply

that Anglo reqerachers approach the.study of Chicano

culture froman already biased position, however much

they may disclaim bias. The truth of the matter may

Cr
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lie in the proposition that an "outsider",cinnot,hdpe

to really understand a culture unless he is a part of

that'culturer for-cultural nuances may escape' his attenr7

tion entirely, not toAtentiOn the.subtle and intricate

nuances of language ehgendeied by that culture. For

example, the Soviet Union declares as fervidly as the

United States that it practices popular democracy. Yet

Americans regard the rule ofthe Soviet Union ati totali-

tarian. And likewise, the Soviet Union regards American
f

rule as oppressive. Which4is right? We cah only ,respond

that the question of "right" lies entirely in the cul-
r-Th

tural point of view. The normative approach to culture

thus limits our perception of a people. Perhaps the'

most blistering rejoinders to the normative approach in

the study of culture mimes from Octavio Romano and Nick..

'5
Vaca. As, "insiders" they take.to task Anglo researchers .

'who have looked only for the queer, the curious and the

4

quaint about Chicano culture. Ttmy argue for a genuine

reaseessment of Chicano mature in terms of Chicano idea-

tion, not necessarily based bn.ideal or operational values.

50ctavio Romano, "The Anthropology'and Sociology
of the Mexican-American: -The Distortion of Mexican-
American Historpla Gr_it.o, Fall, 1968; Nick Vacai "The
Mexican-American in thelSocial Sciences: 1912-1979, .

El Grito, Spring, 1970.

6
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,but based.on historical and existential realities as

actually eicperienced by Chicanos, not as 'perceived by

AnglOs.

TAXONOMIC CONCEPT
.

A more current approach to the study of culture is

the "taxonomic" in which cultural phenomena is studied

by classifying them according to form and function

which are then grouped into categories of behavior,
1

categories which Clyde Kluckhohn called "salient cate-

gories." Like the normative approach, the taxonomic

focuses on behavior perceived`externally from the cul-D

ture under observation, although the classification of

cultural experiences attempts to temper judgments about

"right" tz) "deficient" behaviors. Yet the purpose of

*any concept of culture is tO tell us something about'

the "actors" in question. This predicates interpre-

tation. For without interpretation the data beComes

menay a catalog of cultural events or manifestations.

Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr., identifies the process of inter-
,

pretation as a problem of translation." He asks's "To

what extent doesthe observer's cpstruct of a wholl cuI-

ture have reference to some reality. in the aCtOrs being

studiedV!,6 Impinging upoh intsrOretation or translation

6Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr., Op. Cit., p. 120.

7:
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of the observed phenomena is the risk of distortion, as

Octavio-Romano has trencHantly pointed out in his essay

on,the "Historical and Intellectual Presence df Mexican-
.

Americans."7 Another problem, ;1 course, with the tax-

onomic concept of culture is that like its normative

kin, it too is rooted in the belief system(s) of the

observer(s) rather than on the belief systeks) of the

culture under study. The normative concept Amploys a
4

"prescriptive" criteria while the taxonomic employs a

"subfective".one. In short, the central question is

as Berkhofer suggests: mTo what extent, oes the ob-

server's [concept of culture] 'correspond to the actor's

cultural ideation said to be the sciurce of the observed

behavior?"8.

COMPONENTIA CONCEPT .

Another concept Of culture widely held today is

the componential ccacept that atteiPts tol Shaw how' the .

components-knowledges belief, values, norms--of.A'

.given culture relate to the whole of that culture. This

concept suggests that synergically,the whole of a culture

7Octavio Romano, "The Historical and Intellectual
Presence of Mexican-Americans," El Grito,,Winter, 1969.

8Berkhofer, Q. Cit.,
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is greater than Ats parts. That is, ."Vat no cataloged

enumeration of parts is sufficient tO Tepresent the true

, sum total oi a culture."9 Or as Rutti 13enedict suggests;

\"Cultures are more thn the sUm of their traits."1° Thus

a culture emerges as a configuration or Gestalt of

compopentik values ranked hierarchically. The end

judgment of this_concept considers culture as. a system

integrated hierarchically on basic value orientations.

A cultural tradition is thus "a stream of- interacting.

cultural elements...*
11 .,

The single most important caution to be heeded

this concept of culture i$f-df cour'se the tendency to

view cUlture mechanistically as it rigid and inflexible

structure. The end result of the compone tial concept

of culture is "diagnosié" in terms of fix d reitraints

'such as language and environment perform nce (activities),

and aspirations (goals). The legitimacy of a culture

is thus subjected to various comparisons with other cul-
t

tures. The success of a culture 4's therefore its mea-

sure of performanae'against the backdrop of fixed

, ...i,

.. .

°Ibid.,... p. 142.
$ ,-. f

10Ruth Benedict, Patterns of Culture (New Yorks
Houghton-Mifflin, 1934), p. 47/.

. 1 ... 11White, si2, cit., P. 166.

. , .
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reitraints. For powthis maywell-mean that an

e

"ineffiCient" Ilse of iingiage,,for ezample,req4irss
.*

remediation in the form oe.componsativrtlearning. Thus,

,, i_*

0 the onuli.for:"improvercient;" 11ea, wit4 Plicano culture mot

tile social institution\of tAe-dominant society:`

Componentially; ati_seen from the Anglo 'point of
2

view, Chicano cUlture provides-Chicanos with the cul-

tural-wherewithal toperform and succeed in Anglo culd-

tUre if ill the:components of Chicano culture are'func-
,

tibning effectivelyf In this case "effectively" means
0'

jimactioning in sub-dominant harmony with the values and

norms of themajority 'society. FOr Anglos the-failure

of Chicano culture lies in those things oiltside of Chi-

tano culture which have not beeh appropriately inte-
,.

grated. gnglish-langUage dóminance, for exampie. But '
2

the'componential concept of culture has some merit for

Chicanos provided that diagnosis is not the obdective.

AP.

For indeed, a zulture'functions componentially for the

benefit'Of iti actors. The plb lies in measuring and

defining the .Croes-cultural viriables. If mutual

understanding, free of value judgments, is the aim, then

cross-cultural research may yield a wealth of infornia-

tion furthering that understanding. But if the research

yielfs judgments such as 1Mexicans.tend to endure stress

10
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passively rather than struggle actively in the manner

dharrteristic of many Americans,"12 then the inherent

bias of such statements will truncate and impede cross7"

cultural tinderstanding. 14oreovcr such judgmaifts simply $

tend tokperpetuste the already existing stereo-type

abOut.other people and cultures. For at heart th0

componential yiew of culture ought.to enable us to dis-
,

cern the componential influences acting upon individuals,1

f a given culture ta'ther than lead us to easy gener-

alizations about an entire group or culture.

EXISTENTIAL APPROACH

This leads us then to a final concept of cultures

the'ccistentials view in which behavior ih seen not

netessarily as i manifestation of a specific culture.

but as the &stalt of culture interacting,wit4, foices

outAide the culture. For'example, from this viewthe
t) A S t

economic deprivation of Chica)les is riot regarded as a

conditioninhtrent in Chicano culture.tbut in tthel.ocial

.. forces in. Ameriban'spciety which eteate inequality of

oppottunity. American Slacks in this case do not

graiiitate towardsesports because
1.4

sports but because sfoorts is one

44

their culture stresses

of the\few areas of

opportunity afforded them by Americat.? society. In 'like .

Manner, Chicanos do not 'gtavitate towards the. garment
0

,1.14. H. Holtzman,
sonality DevOloOment,"
p..81.

'

e

"Crogs-CultUtal Research on Per:-
Wawa Develdomekt,,8:65 (1965),

11
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industry.of the Southweisi be6ati8e their culture encour-

ages manual, dcfX

teitified'befgre.

eiity .(as- One El Paso-businessman.

aCnisti9nal.00mmission investigating-

COicano unemploymeni)
13

but, rather, because the garment
_.

industry is-one of,fhe few industries affording tilicanos

the
.

.0

opportunity for worX-r-however:exploitive that'in-
,

duStry may. .be Of Chicanos'(the Farih strbse being

pkimeleXampie);4- The ekistent,ial cepcept of cultUre.

- seesaman in his realities oftWitimes the'llic'tim of .

. forces beyOnd his control. But man is free,to "elhoose"',44w4'

argue some Existentialats. Not 4o when the forces of
.44,06k

existence militAie against choice. A Chicano is not

free to choose poverty., &More often than nor, Chicanos4
are econpmicalli impoverished becauselOf the social forces

of racism and discriminhtion. When equality of oppor-

tunity-tecome6 a-reality in America thqn Chicanos may

'_be free to choose., And it.is precisely this equality'
.

of opportpnity that Chicanos are Militantly striving-

towards.

13 ' . .

"The Impact, of Commuter Aliens Along thej4ekican
and Canadian Borders," Hearings defore the 6eleCt,C041-' ,
mission on'Western. Hemisphere Immigration, Part-I,, El

. Paso, Temat: January 26-27, 1968. Superintendent of
Doctiments,' U. S. Government PrintiAg Office;

14See Philip D. Ortego, "C'hicanos ixtend'the '

Boycott," The Nation (November 20, 1972), pp. 497--498. ,

.1 . ,
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BASIC PROPOSITIONS FROM 'THE FOUNDATIONS.OF CULTURE
- .

In the'proceSs of detailing the most relevant

historical approachesIto the study of'cultures and how

theyodate to Chicanos, re have identified some of the

leading contri,butors to the concepts of culture and how

these concepts impact upon'concepts of Chicano.culture.

Let us turn then to some basic propositions from the,.

foundations of culture and their implications fbr Chi-

canos.

. A. Cultural jeterminism

Essentially cultural determinism advances the prop-,

osiiion that all cultures are distinct And that its

actors act in accordance, with the principled underlying

that culture. The most notable exponents of cultural

determinism,are Benjbmin Lee Whorf and'Edward Sapir.

Fro& their studies of American Indian tribes, they

postulated that culture may'be defined as what. a

\N society does and-thinks.'' By extension,.this postulation

$uggests that behavior is both engendeied and limited

by cxlture. In othgr words, ciness outlook and grasp of

the world is determined by.the restraints imposed by'

one's culture. The imAications ofttiis Proposition for

.Chicandi are tOlat their particular behaviors may be

attributed to cultural ficienciea and deficiencies,

,."0 .

13
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'thus in the latter view regarded as victims of their

peculiai culture.

B. Assimilation--Integration,Acculturation

These three propositions are really all part of the

same loinpropositions advanced by domin4nt'cultures

for the integration of minoriti groups into their scheme'

of life. In sitort, these propositions contend that tht

well.lbeing and advancement of minority'groUps lies in

their'acceptance of dominant-group values and norms as-

well as 400A mming the,overall behavior characteristics
14'

of the domlnant group, aUt these propositions hinge'

upon a rhetOrical turn of phrase. For most often the

reality belies the philosophical stance of the words.
I

(1) .Assimilation;represents aeatomistic view of

cultural melioration in which minority groups give up

their ethnic and racial identity in favor of the ethnic

and racial identity of the dominantsgroup. With White

ethnics this may pose little problem as in the case of

White European American#Who may only noi retain their

former ethnk:Identities in ttleir naies--if at all.

Names like Kruschevski becomes Ciwe, and Rabinowitz be-
.

comesaabIn so that the ethnic or gins Of a person are

onomastically obscured. /In other words, by assimilation

all the people of a culture acquire the name cultural

14 oak
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valenCe. But for "colored" Americans the process.of

assimIlatiOn rejeCts them. For in,the mythical melting

pot "colored:, minoritxes sink to the bottom as unas.-

similated chunks unable to melt. Thut;, for Chicanos

aesimilition has produced negligiblle benefits of melior-

ation.

(2) Integration is the token effort'ot.a.dominant

group to integrate its

carried outyith gre t

resembles a large hto

colore0 minorities. The process--

reluctance for the most-part--

with other smaller.stones

imbedded into its surface, part of the larger stone but

' ...still identifiable as different stones simply stuck to

.*

the other. At best, integration represents 4 condescension

on the'part of the dominant group, at worst anlinsidious

and paternal colonialism. For eximple, until 1962 (just

',years ago) American Alacks could not sit at the.lunch

counters of certain,restauratits without depredation ind,'

violent reprisals: Since thenohowever, Blacks may%now
0

4 sit at those lunch counters (though still not:without

some.evidence of.discomfort or disapproval by many whites)*

thanks to _the public 'accomModation- ac s.of the federal

'government. Infevration, is-thus a kind of holding action

which allows "colored" minorities only a modicum of

entree into the White"social structure. In the private

15
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sectOr Blacks are still considered as outsiders. The

same is also true for Chicanos despite the rhetoric.of

highTsounding affirmativel-actiori programs which pay

only lip service,to their goals.
4

, (3) Acculturation implies the acquisition of.the

Cultural whereWithal boo get by in American society.
,

Ethnievlinorities are encouraged to learn the culture

of the dominant society in order to "make it," altho\gh
the hidden agenda still stresses emasculation of the

culture of,ethnic minorities. For Chicanos:bilingual/

bicultural education is a social tactic to bring4them

into the Ameri can mainstream. .But the emphasis is still

on the superiority of the*Cilltural values and norms

ofethe dominant society. NoWhere is bilingual education-

seen as educating Chicanos, 'for eXample, in Spanish and

Chinese--an , equally valid eMphasis of a true bilingual/

bicultural educational progr

The ohly viable alternative seen by many ,Chibanos

is a form of social'policy which stresses the unique-

ness.and worth of all cultures--cultUral democracy,as

itxis sometimes'called, or "cultureity.". That is, where

national policy averh that the American experience, is

the sum total of all its ethnic'parts,' where no one cui-

ture dominates all Others...

16 4
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C. Biiinguallsm/BicUlturalism

A. fairly recent cultural pro6osition is one articu-.

lated by Chicanos but one which looks tb be already

coopted,by the dominant society: Biiingualism/bicul-

turalism. In this pro sition Chicanos see' ihe possi-

bility of retaining thei distinct cultural identity

while at the same time making gains towards equality of

opportunity. This proposition maintains (supported by

1

V1-4

legislative, executive and judicialOaindlates) that dhiJ'

cano children have a "right" to be educated in the

language of their.home Or ofitheir forebearers. That

to be educated otherwise is tantamount to culttiral-

. genocide. littit bilingual,bicultural programs ate inap-

.

,

riately administered--by Anglos more often than not

in the decisi4e, administrative positions. The aims'of

bilin al/bicultural education are being suoverted.to
1

the in rest of the dominant group rather than the

interests tof Chicanos who have placed high stakes on

these programs.

D. Cultural Syncretism

This;proposition.addresses itself to the phe-
.

nomena-of cultures in contact from which the contiguous

or opposing culturesucreate a kind of cultural un,ion

synthesizing the salient featUres of both into a third

17
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cultural for e. Oftentimes this is simply another form

of cultural çoptation. for inherent in the prOposition

is the evane oenceofthe subdominant: Culture.

METHODS DIRE ED Ito THE STUDI' OF CULTURE .

ok

.we h v&Iseen, the methods directed to the study .

of cAlture a d.by'extension to the study of Chicano

culture have been, for the most parts methods "formulated

frOm ttitt poin of view of the dominant curturtt The .

4t14/
, methods have keen priMarily empirical, interptitive.and

subjective. 41tural researchers like4Detek Duponceau

collected data about American Indian .tribes in the elarly

19th century. Albert Gallatin, like Duponceau, also

Conducted cultural studies on 'American Indian tribe.

In the late 19th century and first halk of the 20th

Franz goas developed cultural concepts using methodolo7

gies drawn from his study of Indian trioes. Unlike

his Akecessors, however, Boas was reluctant to frame

the kinds' of culturil generalizations popular4in his
L

time. Later cultural investigators like Leonard Bloom-

field, Benjamin Lee Whorfi, Edward'Sapir and Ruth Benedict

also drew heayily on their studies of native American

.tribes for,their cultural prodounCements and propiii-

g. tions.

'In essehce, the methods of.ethnographers, cultural

4
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anthropologists and culturologists w re those deirelopeci

from studies Of Indian tribes rat than Df European

ethnics. Their cqncepts were thus ccilored 'by their own'

cultural conceptions,of "sub-cultural" groups. Little

wonder that subsequent researchers on the trail of Chi-

canon drew heavily from the existing techniques and body

of knowledge already extant about American Indian
r

tribes. 'ChicahOs have been.seen simply as another

tribe..

CULTURE AND SOCIETY
q

For many cultural researchers there is 14.t.t1e

difference between a culture'and a society. To be

sure, the word "society" was the precursor of the.word

"cultuKe," but in more 'receht times definitive distinc-

tions have been drawn,between these two words. For

one thing, the word "cUlture" flas come to be identified .

-as the apparatus for social cohditioning, while "society"

-tilk seen as the configuration of social!interaction; for

anOther; culture- has become the.domain of anthropologists,

matity .of sociologists. .Perhaps the most important

diffecence between culture and:society lies in the.view

that ttl.ture is transmissible from one generation to;

another,kwhile society is seen as a set of conditions

not negesparily transmissible across the generations.
o'

P
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This means that society is seen'as the aggregate 0f

metacultural phenomena. Culture involves a symbolic

processi Society is not a process sui generis,but a
6

manifestation of the symbolic Orocess. Moreover, a
. 1

society May be the ctruct of Many cultures or of

intercultural dynaMics-and action.. Thus, societies may .

be ideal, pastoral, industrial, technological, etc...

.

\ :

-ft

But more importantly, forces may.se.which can

topple a societx and a new society constructed on the

base of the old or on a new base ofIk its`own without

supplanting the.culture or culture$ involved. For
f

example, the Normans created a distinct society ih Eng- 4

land without sup'planting the indigenous cultures which

eventually overcame the Norman society although'retain-

ing some of the features of Norman society. So too,

the Soviets pohstructed a new iociety on the basd 6f

the Russian.empire without critical alteration *the

cultural characteristics of the people.. Society, then,

is the product of ideation, not: the ideation itself ,

which is cultural in nature. Voting is thus a social

valUe, not'a cultural, value. But a marriage ceremony

may be baseetn cultural values, not social values.

What this means for Chicanos is that they may strive

for the creation of a nevi or.altered society without

having to give. Up their, cultural identity.

20
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SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS.

. All culjpdir create social institutions. Some are \

ethnocultUral, others.sociocultural. Language.for

example IS a social institution,. The, family is anothei.

Botil ok these are important social inetitutions for'

$ Chicanos because their cultural mrnings- reflect the

essence of Chicano life. The barrio is also a social

institutidn reflecting the tenacity of Chicano culture.

PATTERNS OF CUiTURE

, The patterns of culture used by Anglo researchers

to define Chicano culture have been misinterpreted at

best, spurious at' worst. Por example, william Madsen

writes:

The Mexican-American does not suffer undue

'anxiety because of his propensity to sin.

Instead bf blaming himself for his error,

he kreguently attributes it to 4adverse circum'-

stances. The Latin does not think he missed

the bus because he,arrived too late. He

blames the bus for'leaving before he arrived.15

The list of such patterns is endless. Needless to say,

Chicanos havevbeen defined by these patterns to their

disadvantage. The alieady existing stereo-types about
4

15William Madsen, The Mexican-Americane of Smith.. ,

Texas (New Yorks Uolt, Rinehart and Winston,-1064),
16.
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Chicanos are further reinforced by these expository

patterns of cdlture. But what researchers like'had-
,

Sen fail to take into account is that.indeed some Mexi-

can-Americans may blame adverse circumstances for their
+k&

predilections simply because in their dire circum-
.. (

stances there is no one or nothing else to blaMe. The
4

damage of such stealthy attributes .4118 the "propensity

to sin, create however the impression that Mexican-
to'

Americans are a promiscuous peOple given/pecant

excessesoecause of easy exculpability. Nothing could

be farther.from the truth. Chicanos do not exhibit

propensities inordinate to Anglos in the realm Of4i.n.

'Milt they articulate different attitudes vis-l-vis

social behavior is a concomitant of their culture(

But in the main these attitudes are not as'extreme as

Madsen wOuld have us believe.

As for the factor of missing buses,-the question is

one of linguistic structure and agency. A monolingual

English-hspeaking "Latin" does not think the bus left

him when he says "I missed the bus." Should he be a

monolingual Spanish-sPeaking "Latin" ore bilingual

(English and Spanish-speaking) "Latin," saying."me dejo

el camion (or bus)." does not necessarily mean he Ls, ,

transferring "blame" to the bus'in question. On the

22
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contrary, he says me dejo el camiön (or bus)" simply

because there is no other way of descrioing that situa-

tion in Spanish. For in.Spanrsh (as in Engliih) agenci

is sometimes oidective and sometimet subjective, de-
.

pending upon the syntactic.structure evolved in 4the

language. ActUally, "me dejo el .bus" is-an elliptical'

construction which any Spanish-speaker would understand..

For uristated,;is the,mutally understood clarification

"porque llege tarde" (because I arrived late) or

"porque se fue antes de la'hora" (because it left early).
4

These are the nuanCes ot language which Are misundele,-

stood or eticape,the attention of Angld researchers who

pay only superficial attention to Chicano culture.16

THE CHICANO PERSPECTIVE

khat is needed, of course, is a Chicano perspec-
.

.

tive in the definition of Chicano culture. For Chicano

culture to be reaily,understood requires the "inside"

view, bearing in mind, of course, that Chicanos do not

constitute a homoge4us group any more than Ang1os.

Invariably, in any discussion with novitiates to

Chicano culture the questions ariset What is Chicano

16See, for example, Philip D, Ortego, "Some Cul-
tural Implications of a Mexican-American Oorder Dialect
of American English,"',Studies in Linquistics, Vol'. 21,

'1969-70.
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culture? Mow is it identified? The questions beg no

,easy response save that the proof of Chicano cultuce
4

1.8

ljes in Chicanos themselves.

A.. What is Chicano culture?

Like .otheecultures, Chicano.culture is the aggre-

gate of the shared ideation of a people seeking.to

.improve their quality of life." Chccano culture is not

an offshoot. of Anglor-American culture; if anything, it

4.

4.

is an offshoot of Mexican culture in spatial contact

with Angio-American culture. While it,may reflect

striking simil'aritieti to Mexican culture, it also

reflects striking similarities to Anglo4merican culture.

Yet it is not a synthesis of both as much as it is an

interactive meshing of both.r Chicanos Ake not mis-
.

placed Mexicans; although cUltural_andainguistic

*

af-

finity. a kindred spirit between them. Chi-

cano culture is not a hybOd; it is purposive in its
4.

tenacity td develop its own cultural ideniity.

B. How is Chicano culture identified?

Perhaps the single most importaAt characteristiT

of Chicano culture is language. Generally Chicanos are .

identified primarily as Spanish-speakers although great
.

numbers of them Speak English asciwell or are English-

Speakers only. Linguistically, however, Chicanos have

1 ..

-
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evolved a unique languae system which employs the sYn-'

tactic structures of both English and Spanish eithm

independently or in mixed utterance now identified as

7
"binary phenomenon."-

1
The binary line has become a

distinguishing element of the linguistie dystem of
be

Chicanos.
-.*

Other identifiers of Chicano culture include

. customs and conventions x ch were originally Mexican

in character but now great y influenced and/or altered

'by environmental contact with Anglo culture. In dome

cases the custom or convention may be American in

origin aild made "Mexican" by the cultural propeniity of

Chicanow...The music, of 'Chicano culture is alsp dis-

tinctive. The,conjunto (giou0 for example, is an

imitation of Mexican conjuntos, but Chicanos add Amer-

ican-4indtrumentation and tempod to such Mexican types

of music as the "corrido." There are mary other,items

one could enumerate in identifying .Chicano, culture.
N0 I

Suffice to-say, that Chicano culture is identified
,

essentially bi its mixed elementsof Anklo and Mexican
4

17See Carl L. Rosen and Philip'D. Ortego, Problem;
and Strate ies'in Teaching the nguage Arts to S anish- .

1224_ n-American-Childreh ; S..Office Of Edu-.
cation (ER1 CRSSS ) and New Mex co State University, Las
Cruceli, New Mexico, February, 1969.
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.cu1tUre-andJ,Ensiiithafi4 4POsiSkidlangusgsv 'For sxspIple,
,

the Aillerican .word "truck" ,becomwatroda" in Chicano
""

,

4Sioijash. ,And,tfie MeXiCan wOrd d644adrac".bepomes v

) , js .

.dematetate' in Chicano gngliehi. 00th alit suVstantially

a

-hew Words beip9 createdfor.distInCt linguistic 'heeds.

C ONCbUSI ON .

,ttka "wo.4.0 ,..a

. AO 04.0mmo tried to :0i/A out, Chicanos liwie
.

411-treated ;by _concepts -Of\ .culture derilted front Oomi-±
4,

Aant &trout) yalues and norms. The general s.tendfncy" has

been to Tegard.Chicanos a bipciians n th;S Unitsd Stat,,as

, "

add therefore carrieis pr tact6rs oftt,Mixican.

But cultural contact hat'ertated a' distinct proCess of:,

bina,ry phenomena where Chicanos.lhay manifest".behaoris,

'..' drawn from either Mekicah or% AtigIo ricdn culture. 'sx

The result IS ChiCdno. Altura., .,:

'
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